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Rolling out 5G fibre-through-the-air under the exceptionally strict 
Swiss EMF radiation limits 

Rewheel public research note, December 2019  

In December 2019 Sunrise invited Rewheel to try its 5G based home broadband 

solution in Switzerland. Rewheel had previously provided consulting support for 

Sunrise in preparation for the 5G spectrum auction that was held in early 2019. 

After the modelling work and conceptual sessions, we were eager to go back to 

Switzerland to see how Sunrise’s engineers managed to turn theory into practice. 

The aim of this public research note on one hand is to register the early experiences 

with one of world’s first commercial mass market 5G home broadband 

deployments, and on the other hand to discuss some interesting practical insights 

shared by Sunrise’s 5G specialist radio engineers. Earlier, in August 2018 we 

followed a similar approach1 with Elisa right after their 5G launch in Finland. 

Switzerland currently has one of the strictest precautionary Electromagnetic Field (EMF) radiation power limits in the world, one 

hundred times2 stricter than the typical European limits. This makes the deployment of indoor 3.6 GHz 5G coverage from the 

existing macro cell site grid a challenging radio engineering task. This was one of the main angles that we wanted to explore in our 

field mission and this report. 

 

5 indoor locations where Rewheel tried Sunrise’s 5G home broadband service in December 2019 

 

1 First impressions from the world’s first commercial 5G network http://research.rewheel.fi/insights/2018_aug_elisa_5G_tampere/ 
2 10 times electric field strength (V/m) reduction means 100 times power density (W/m2) reduction 

researchRewheel

Swiss telecoms landscape at a glance: the 
Swiss mobile market has three network 
operators (MNOs): Swisscom, Sunrise and 
Salt. The MNOs secured 120 MHz, 100 MHz 
and 80 MHz spectrum, respectively, in the 3.6 
GHz band in February 2019.  All three 
operators sell home broadband and TV 
services alongside and bundled to their mobile 
offerings. Swisscom and electricity/utility 
companies built out extensive FTTH grids in 
larger cities. In more rural areas fixed 
broadband is mainly available via Swisscom’s 
DSL access infrastructure.This situation makes 
5G based broadband access an attractive pro-
competitive alternative to Sunrise and Salt. 
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5G “fibre through the air” home broadband and 4K TV 

The cornerstone of Sunrise’s “5G for the people” initiative, launched in April 2019 is to offer 5G based “fibre through the air” 

converged home broadband and TV services. The industry often refers to similar approaches as Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) but 

in Sunrise’s case the terminals are used indoors, there are no wall-mounted outdoor antennas and installer technicians involved 

and consumers are allowed to take the equipment and use them in any other location. Sunrise targets 5G fibre through the air in 

geographical areas where it doesn’t have favourable wholesale access to its partners’3 fibre to the home (FTTH) networks and as 

such until now they needed to rely mainly on Swisscom’s DSL based wholesale products. That is, Sunrise pursues a Fixed-Mobile-

Convergence (FMC) strategy in large cities and increasingly a Mobile Centric-Convergence4 (MCC) strategy outside the most 

populated areas, corresponding to the remaining 60-70% of the Swiss population.  

Sunrise’s dedication to the “5G for the people” initiative is demonstrated by the rapid deployment pace of their 3.6 GHz based 5G 

network. Less than two months after securing5 the required spectrum, Sunrise launched6 its home broadband service for friendly 

users in 150 cities/villages. In September 2019 Sunrise opened7 the service for the wider public. On the 18th of December 2019 

Sunrise claimed to provide 5G service in 384 cities/villages. 

Sunrise offers both “naked” unlimited home broadband service and home broadband + TV + landline telephony bundles over 5G 

for addresses that are outside its FTTH footprint and inside its 5G indoor coverage footprint. The snapshots below show the offers 

and their prices. 

 

 

 

3 Such partners include e.g. local electricty utilities, mainly in larger cities 
4 We seconded the Mobile Centric Convergence term from Play Poland 
5 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-swiss-telecoms-5g/swisscom-sunrise-salt-pay-380-million-for-swiss-5g-frequencies-idUSKCN1PX12W 
6 https://www.digianalysys.com/sunrise-launches-5g-across-switzerland/ 
7 https://www.commsupdate.com/articles/2019/09/19/sunrise-opens-5g-service-to-public-upc-to-offer-1gbps-nationwide/ 
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Left: Home internet offers. Right home internet + TV bundle offers 

Currently Sunrise’s “TV neo max” 4K TV service is available8 over 5G with the Apple TV box (4th generation) and on Samsung 

smart TVs produced after 2016 as well as on android and iOS smartphones and tablets. The service offers hundreds of live TV 

channels; however, these are delivered as buffered streaming (which causes a few seconds of buffering lag after changing 

channels) and not via linear IPTV transmission. From traffic and 4G/5G capacity engineering point of view the difference is 

important, because thanks to the few seconds of buffering period the stream can be significantly compressed and is more tolerant 

to short term network capacity fluctuations than a classic linear IPTV transmission. Nevertheless, Apple recommends minimum 25 

Mbit/s throughput capacity for the 4K video stream resolution. Note that while we did not test this service, Sunrise recently also 

launched9 a 5G cloud gaming service for smartphones, which is probably even more sensitive to throughput and latency than 4K 

video streaming. 

Engineering indoor 5G coverage under the exceptionally strict Swiss EMF regulatory regime 

Sunrise managed to secure full 100 MHz of bandwidth in the 3.6 GHz band, which should give them an optimal spectrum platform 

for the 5G based home broadband service. However, Sunrise and its mobile operator peers in Switzerland currently face serious 

deployment challenges due to the exceptionally strict Swiss Radio Frequency - Electromagnetic Field (EMF) radiation compliance 

limits. 

According to the Swiss EMF regulations10  – Ordinance on Protection from Non-ionising Radiation (ONIR) – applicable to radio 

frequency emissions of mobile base stations, the aggregate radiation exposure coming from all operators – expressed in electric 

field strength, must not exceed the 4 to 6 V/m thresholds (the higher the frequency band, the more relaxed the threshold). The so 

called “OMEN” points (locations where people typically spend longer amount for time e.g. as a home or place for work) for which 

the exposure calculations must be prepared, typically several per base station site, are determined by the local authorities during 

the permitting process. Most European countries adopted much more relaxed exposure limits, in accordance with WHO-endorsed11 

guidelines of the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP). The ICNIRP limits range from 41 V/m 

to 61 V/m (more relaxed limits for higher frequency bands) thus the Swiss limits are ten times lower than the ICNIRP guidelines.  

 

8 For sepcifications see https://www.sunrise.ch/content/dam/sunrise/residential/rebranding-new/zuhause/tv-
neo/T12%20Factsheet%20Sunrise%20TV%20neo_max_EN.pdf 
9 https://www.sunrise.ch/en/residential/world-of-5g/gaming.html 
10 https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Regional-Presence/Europe/Documents/Events/2017/EMF/Switzerland%20EMF-5G%20Case%20FINAL.pdf 
11 https://news.itu.int/5g-electromagnetic-field/ 
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The ten times reduction in electric field strength (V/m) dimension means hundred times reduction in the power density dimension 

(W/m2). 

As the five examples in this report will demonstrate, due to the strict EMF limits Swiss operators must often restrict their base station 

transmit powers to a small fraction of the full nominal powers that the equipment could deliver. The emergence of adaptive antenna 

arrays and dynamic beam forming in 5G exacerbates the problem, because according to the currently applicable Swiss EMF 

compliance rules the calculations must take into account the theoretical maximum beam forming gains of the antenna arrays. 

Furthermore, the calculation methodology does not account for the stochastic nature of the radiation in the temporal dimension. In 

the first example (Location 1, Zürich) that we will present in this report Sunrise’s 64T64R 3.6 GHz 5G NR active antenna array 

could operate only at 0.8% of its nominal 200W transmit power. 

In any country, the 3.6 GHz band starts with indoor penetration handicap compared to lower frequency LTE bands (e.g. 1800 MHz), 

as this high frequency band suffers higher attenuation through walls and windows than the lower frequency bands. In countries that 

adopted the ICNIRP based EMF limits this attenuation handicap could be overcome thanks to the 200W transmit power and the 

beam forming gain of the antenna arrays. Unfortunately, not in Switzerland under the currently applicable EMF compliance regime. 

Location 1: Zürich, hotel room 

The first location was our overnight accommodation, in a suburb of Zürich near Sunrise’s headquarters. Inside Zürich, like in other 

larger cities, Sunrise can offer FTTH based home broadband services thanks to its partnership with local electricity utilities. So, 

while the coverage map indicated that our accommodation was at the edge of the 5G indoor coverage area, Sunrise offers FTTH, 

and not 5G based “fibre through the air” home broadband services for this address. Naturally, this didn’t prevent us from trying the 

5G service.  

We tested the 5G home broadband service with two different UEs: the HTC 5G Hub and a Huawei 5G CPE.  

 

Left: HTC 5G Hub, right: Huawei CPE.  Photo: Rewheel 

We performed the test using the web-based version of speedtest.net by Oookla on a laptop PC running Windows 10. We noticed 

that when we used WiFi connection between the 5G UEs (routers) and the laptop, we often measured much lower throughputs 

than if we used wired ethernet connection12. Therefore, we tried both UEs both via WiFi and fast ethernet LAN cable connection. 

The hotel room was on the ground level with a window facing the street and the serving base station was about 250 metres away, 

equipped with three sectors, each sector having a single combined passive antenna for 2G, 3G and 4G and a separate 64T64R 

3.6 GHz 5G NR active antenna array (Huawei AAU5613). The 5G transmitter was operating at 0.8% of its nominal transmit power.  

 

12 This happens in other situtations, in other countries as well using the same laptop, e.g. on a 150 Mbps UPC cable home broadband connection 
speedtest.net hardly measured more than 40 Mbit/s, while we get nearly the full advertised speed if we connect the laptop to the UPC modem/router 
via the gigabit ethernet wired LAN interface 
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The technical drawings below are extracted from the so called “NISV”13 file of the base station, the documentation that must be 

submitted to the relevant authorities during the permitting process, containing the detailed EMF calculations. We will come back to 

the EMF calculations later. 

 

 

As the charts above show, we could measure the best downlink and uplink speeds and also the lowest latencies with the Huawei 

CPE and when the laptop was connected to it via the LAN cable. The HTC 5G Hub performed significantly worse both via WiFi and 

via LAN cable. As the coverage prediction map above shows, the room was just at the edge of the predicted indoor 5G coverage. 

We speculate that a potential root cause behind the performance difference may be that thanks to its larger dimensions the Huawei 

CPE can host larger, more sensitive, better antennas than the more compact HTC 5G Hub. 

The Huawei CPE doesn’t have its own batteries, so we couldn’t move it around in the room. We tried that with the HTC 5G Hub 

and as expected, it lost the 5G signal (i.e. the 5G logo disappeared) when we moved it out from the room to the indoors staircase 

of the building. 

 

13 NISV stands for „Verordnung über den Schutz vor nichtionisierender Strahlung” – „Ordinance on protection against non-ionizing radiation” 

Location 1 – hotel room, Zürich, edge of predicted 5G indoor coverage

5G NR 3.6 GHz, Huawei AAU5613 64T64R, TX power: 0.8% of nominal 200W

Source: Sunrise Engineering, Rewheel photos and markups
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[Rewheel note: fibre-based home broadband + 
TV is offered for this address instead of 5G]
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Later in the evening we tried 4K video streaming, various web-based services as well as secure cloud storage and subjectively we 

got a seamless broadband and video streaming experience without any hiccups or interruptions using both of the 5G UEs, both via 

WiFi and via ethernet LAN cable. 

 
Location 2: Rümlang, Burger King 

The second location was a Burger King restaurant in Rümlang14 in the district of Dielsdorf in the canton of Zürich, near the Zürich 

airport. Sunrise doesn’t have FTTH partners for this address and because it is inside the predicted 5G indoor coverage, Sunrise’s 

home broadband address checker webpage offered the 5G-based solution. 

The serving base station, on a mast, roughly 200m from the measured location, was equipped with three sectors, each having a 

single passive antenna for the LTE bands (low-band and high-band) and a 32T32R 5G NR active antenna array (Huawei AAU5313). 

The AAU was set to operate at 2.1% of its nominal transmit power. 

 

 

 

14 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R%C3%BCmlang 

Location 2 – Burger King, Rümlang (pop 7,750), well inside predicted 5G indoor coverage

5G NR 3.6 GHz, Huawei AAU5313 32T32R, 5G TX power: 2.1% of nominal 200W

Source: Sunrise Engineering, Rewheel photos and markups, Google Street View
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As the charts above show, except for one of the tests (50 Mbit/s, using the Huawei CPE with LAN-cable), we measured between 

150 and 330 MBit/s downlink speeds. The uplink speeds ranged between 35 Mbit/s to 59 Mbit/s and again the Huawei CPE 

connected via LAN cable showed the best results. The latencies scattered between 9 and 17 ms (best results: Huawei CPE, LAN 

cable). 

Location 3: Stallikon, Schwarzer Hecht restaurant 

The third location was a restaurant in the centre of Stallikon15 in the district of Affoltern in the canton of Zürich. The village is served 

by a mast outside the village border up on a forest-covered hill, about 400m from the tested indoor location. The 50m high mast is 

shared by Sunrise, Swisscom and Salt. Sunrise and Swisscom have two sectors, Salt has three sectors on the site. Sunrise and 

Salt both have only a single antenna per sector (combining low and high bands), while Swisscom has two antennas (low-band and 

high-band separately) per sector. Sunrise’s antenna (Huawei AOC4518R8) combines the low and high 2G/3G/4G bands and as 

well hosts a passive 8T8R 3.6 GHz antenna for 5G. The 3.6 GHz 5G radio units are operated on 14.2% of their nominal power 

(30W of each of the eight transmit branches). Swisscom and Salt don’t have 3.6 GHz (5G) deployed at the moment on this mast. 

 

 

15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stallikon 

Location 3 – Schwarzer Hecht restaurant, Stallikon (pop 2,900), well inside predicted 5G indoor coverage

5G NR 3.6 GHz, Huawei AOC4518R8 8T8R (passive 1400-3600 MHz), 5G TX power: 14.2% of nominal 8x30W

Source: Sunrise Engineering, Rewheel photos and markups
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There was stable 5G signal inside the dining part of the restaurant. Both the HTC and the Huawei UEs provided over 200 Mbit/s 

downlink throughputs, except for a 28 Mbit/s sample that we registered when WiFi connection was used between the Huawei 5G 

box and the laptop. In the uplink direction we measured 50% to twice as high throughput with the Huawei-Lan cable combination 

than with the HTC box and the Huawei-WiFi connection combination. The latency was roughly 13ms except for a 24ms sample 

registered with the HTC-WiFi connection combination. 

Location 4: Wädenswil, restaurant 

The fourth location was a restaurant near the edge of the town called Wädenswil16, in the district of Horgen in the canton of Zürich. 

It is situated by Lake Zürich. The restaurant building is on the top of a small hill, while the serving base station is about 230 meters 

down in the town. The coverage ends quite rapidly because of the hill. The hill-top restaurant is just at the border of the predicted 

5G indoor coverage. Sunrise serves the area by a rooftop base station installed on a residential building. We wouldn’t have been 

able to spot the antennas without knowing the exact location and the technical drawing in the “NISV” EMF permitting documentation, 

because they are perfectly hidden inside a fake (camouflage) chimney. The site has two sectors. The 2G/3G/4G low bands are 

combined into a single passive antenna in each sector, and there is a separate 3.6 GHz 5GNR 32T32R active antenna array 

(Huawei AAU5313) installed for both sectors. The 5G antenna array serving the tested indoor location is operated at 1.8% of i ts 

nominal 200W total transmit power. 

 

16 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/W%C3%A4denswil 
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As the charts above show, the downlink and uplink throughputs measured 

using the Huawei 5G CPE (connected via LAN cable to the laptop) were roughly 

in line with the 320 Mbit/s downlink and 67 Mbits/s uplink throughputs estimated 

by Sunrise’s address checker online tool. The 5G HTC box (using LAN cable) 

also delivered strong broadband speeds (around 100 Mbit/s down and 21-50 

Mbit/s up) albeit significantly lower speeds than estimated by the web tool for 

this indoor location. The best ping times (12-14ms) were measured with the 

LAN-cable-connected Huawei CPE.  

Location 5: Sins, restaurant 

Location 4 – Schönegg restaurant, Wädenswil (pop 20,000), edge of predicted 5G indoor coverage

5G NR 3.6 GHz, Huawei AAU5313 32T32R, 5G TX power: 1.8% of nominal 200W

Source: Sunrise Engineering, Rewheel photos and markups
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A short anecdote: one of the staff members of the 
restaurant came to us for a chat when he noticed 
that we were doing measurements. He told us that 
he was a satisfied 5G home broadband user. He 
lives alone in his home in Zürich and in order to 
save on the monthly telecoms bills he cancelled the 
dedicated home broadband service and instead he 
is using now Wi-Fi tethering from his 5G 
smartphone (unlimited mobile data plan), he said 
that he was a heavy online gamer and he was fully 
satisfied with the 5G service, both in terms of “ping 
times” and lag-free game experience and as well 
the download time of large (60 GB or heavier) game 
updates. 
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Our fifth and last test location was a Mexican restaurant in the centre of Sins17, a municipality in the district of Muri in the canton of 

Aargau. The serving base station is installed on the top of a roughly 40m high factory chimney, about 400 metres away from the 

tested indoor location. The site is shared by Sunrise and Salt, both have three sectors. Salt deployed only 2G/3G/4G high-band 

(1800 and 2100 MHz) transmitters (in a single antenna per sector) while Sunrise deployed a combined low-band, high-band and 

3.6 GHz 2G/3G/4G/5G antenna in each sector. The 3.6 GHz 5G NR is passive 8T8R solution. Sunrise’s 5G transmitters are 

operating at 7.9% of the nominal 8x30W transmit power. 

 

 

The restaurant was just at the edge of the predicted 5G indoor coverage area. The 5G speed estimation tool on Sunrise’s website 

indicated only 120 Mbit/s in downlink.  

It took long time for the HTC 5G Hub to find the 5G signal and it lost it quite often. As the charts above show, it delivered anything 

between 5 and 73 Mbit/s in downlink. We got the best speeds, again with the Huawei CPE, when LAN cable was used, ranging 

 

17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sins,_Aargau 

Location 5 – Mexican restaurant, Sins (pop 3700), edge of predicted 5G indoor coverage

5G NR 3.6 GHz, Huawei AOC4518R8 8T8R (passive), 5G TX power: 7.9% of nominal 8x30W

Source: Sunrise Engineering, Rewheel photos and markups
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between 100 and 188 Mbit/ in the downlink direction. The uplink speeds and the ping latencies remained well below the expected 

5G performance in all cases, clearly showing that this indoor location was at the very edge of the 5G coverage area. For sure using 

higher downlink transmit power and adaptive antenna arrays instead of passive 8T8R antennas would have improved the situation. 

Some practical insights from Sunrise’s engineers 

Sunrise’s engineering team was kind enough to support our field mission with providing the 5G terminals, organising our 

transportation to the test locations, preparing coverage maps and sharing the EMF (“NISV”) documentation of the relevant base 

station sites. And last but not least, they also shared some valuable radio engineering insights. 

5G-LTE Dual connectivity. Sunrise’s 5G network operates in EN-DC (dual connectivity) mode, according to Non-Stand Alone 

(NSA) Architecture Option 3. The 5G gNB base stations are connected to EPC (Evolved Packet Core) LTE core network. The 5G 

NR layer in the 3.6 GHz band uses the N78 radio channel. 

5G status icon. Sunrise uses Configuration B, as shown in the table below, to determine the conditions to trigger the display of the 

5G icon. The 5G icon is displayed by the terminals only if there 5G NR coverage is truly available in that spot – but it does not need 

to be actively transmitting data over 5G. A much less honest, but still “GSMA-compliant” approach could be to use Configuration 

D. Under that configuration the 5G icon would appear even if technically the UE would be outside the 5G coverage area, but the 

serving LTE cell would somewhere have neighbour cells that support 5G.  

 

GSMA guidelines, options for using the 5G status icon, 3GPP TSG RAN WG2#100, R2-1713952 

Fall-back to LTE: Currently Sunrise uses the so-called “UL fall back to LTE” mode, which means that when the uplink quality of 

the 3.6 GHz 5G NR layer gets too weak, the uplink data payload traffic is switched to the LTE uplink data channel (PUSCH, Physical 

Uplink Shared Channel), however the NR control channel remains on the 3.6 GHz NR layer. By introducing the uplink/downlink 

decoupling feature, which is in the plans, it will be possible to move also the control/signalling channel to the more robust, lower-

band LTE layer, and keep only downlink payload on the 3.6 GHz layer.  

AAU vs passive antennas for 3.6 GHz 5G NR. We were curious to understand why Sunrise doesn’t deploy always active antenna 

arrays (AAUs) on the 3.6 GHz 5G layer, why do they use passive 8T8R antennas in some cases. There are mainly permitting 

reasons behind this. To put it simply, the permitting process is much faster if the number of antenna boxes does not need to be 

increased. If a new antenna unit needs to be put up, the permitting process may drag over several years and in some cantons are 

blocking the deployment of new antennas completely. The situation gets even more complicated if the site in question is shared by 

multiple operators and the owner is not Sunrise. Our last test location (Sins) was one of these complicated cases. The pace of the 

5G deployment is top priority for Sunrise’s 5G strategy, so in such complicated permitting cases they tend to start with pass ive 

antennas (replacing the old one for a similar sized new one that includes the 3.6 GHz band) and leave the upgrade to AAUs for a 

later stage. The main benefit of the AAU over the passive antennas is the aggregate sector capacity when there are many 

Sunrise
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simultaneous active users. This is less relevant in the early stages but will become key as the 5G home broadband customer base 

and the aggregate traffic load on the sectors grow. 

TDD format. The 3.6 GHz NR layer is operated in Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode. Theoretically, the 5G NR standard allows for 

a flexible and dynamic configuration of the uplink and downlink directions, adapted the to the traffic profiles of different use cases 

and applications. However, in practice the options are quite limited, because all operators in a given area must perfectly synchronise 

the timing of their uplink and downlink transmissions in order to avoid interferences. Even though each operator has its dedicated, 

separate frequency range, if the uplink/downlink timings were not synchronised then the so called “out of block interference” would 

need to be mitigated by extra filters (which are currently not yet feasible for active antenna arrays), and – more importantly – guard 

bands18 would need to be carved out between the adjacent spectrum blocks, i.e. Sunrise wouldn’t be able to use its full 100 MHz 

spectrum holdings in the 3.6 GHz band19. Obviously the TDD synchronisation implies that each operator must use the exact same 

TDD uplink-downlink configuration. Currently the three Swiss operators are using the “DDDSU” format with 2.5ms periodicity, which 

means that 60% of the total spectrum capacity is allocated for downlink, 20% for uplink and 20% for signalling. However, there are 

ongoing discussions with operators in the neighbouring France and Italy where operators prefer the “DDDDDDDSUU“ configuration 

(70% downlink, 20% uplink, 10% signalling) with 5ms periodicity -- It will be interesting to follow if eventually a “pan-European” 5G 

TDD configuration will prevail and what it will be. Certainly, the approach – often used in somewhat utopic 5G network slicing 

industry narratives – of dynamically adopting the TDD configuration cell-by-cell and millisecond-by-millisecond according to the 

momentary needs of various services doesn’t seem to be feasible in practice, maybe not even in multi-cell private or public local 

5G networks in campuses and factories. 

 
EMF (“NISV”) field strength under nominal 5G base station TX powers 

As discussed earlier, the 5G base station antennas that are serving the five tested indoor locations all operate at a fraction of their 

nominal downlink transmit powers, in order to be able to fit into the strict Swiss 5 V/m radiation limits. We were curious to find out 

how much the calculated field strength would increase if the full nominal power would be assumed for the 5G antennas (while 

keeping all other bands at their current transmission levels).  

The extract below is taken from the permit documentation of the base station site belonging to our Location 1 (in Zürich). 

 

18 More than 25 MHz guard bandwidth according to the GSMA 5G Implementation Guidelines https://www.gsma.com/futurenetworks/wp-
content/uploads/2019/03/5G-Implementation-Guideline-v2.0-July-2019.pdf 
19 For detailed analysis of 5GNR 3.6 GHz TDD sync issues see: https://www.ecodocdb.dk/download/19d5a467-c234/ECC%20Report%20296.pdf 
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The ERP (Effective Radiated Power) of the 3.6 GHz 5G sector serving the test location is 300 W. We implemented the EMF (“NISV”) 

formulas above and tired how much the 4.92 V/m (i.e. just below the 5 V/m regulatory limit) would increase if we assumed the 

nominal 200W transmit power for all three 3.6 GHz 5G sectors in this site. 200 W nominal transmit power corresponds to 38kW in 

ERP terms. 

 

As the calculation above shows, if all three 5G sectors operated at their maximum nominal TX power, the calculated field strength 

would be 24.22 V/m which is still well below the ICNIRP guidelines (41 to 61 V/m depending on the frequency). 

We performed the calculation according to the logic described above for all five locations and summarised the results in the table 

below. 

Source: Sunrise Engineering, Rewheel markups

2G, 3G, 4G 5G

Swiss EMF complience 
calculation method, 

designed for passive 

antennas with static gain, 

takes into account 

theroretical maximum 
dynamic beam forming gain 

based vertical and horizontal 

radiation patterns of the 

active antenna array, 

resulting in very high ERP if 
the AAU is operated near its 

nominal TX power setting

Swiss 5G EMF („NIS”) compliance calculation example (cell site serving Location 1) 

∑ must stay below 5 V/m

Location1, Hotel, 64T64R, ZU142-1, OMEN 02A 

5G 5G 5G

ERP (W) 300       340       480       actual

Distance (m) 59.10    59.10    59.10    

Gamma (directional attenuation factor compared to main lobe, 1= no atten.) 1.00      31.62    31.62    

Delta (building attenuation factor, 1 = no atten) 1           1           1           

En Field intensity (V/m) 2.04      0.36      0.36      3.81      0.47      0.73      2.05      0.39      0.46      

En Field intensity (V/m) sum 4.92      

5G 5G 5G

ERP (W) 38,000  38,000  38,000  max

Distance (m) 59.10    59.10    59.10    

Gamma (directional attenuation factor compared to main lobe, 1= no atten.) 1.00      31.62    31.62    

Delta (building attenuation factor, 1 = no atten) 1           1           1           

En Field intensity (V/m) 2.04      0.36      0.36      3.81      0.47      0.73      23.09    4.11      4.11      

En Field intensity (V/m) sum 24.22    
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As seen in the table, in all five base stations the filed strength would stay below the ICNIRP guidelines even if all their 3.6 GHz 

antennas would be operating at their maximal nominal transmit powers. Interestingly, in Location 5 the calculated field strength 

would be below the strict Swiss 5 V/m threshold even at the maximal nominal power. Sunrise’s radio engineers explained that they 

couldn’t yet increase the 3.6 GHz TX power due to some permitting complications and lead times. 

It was beyond the scope of our study to simulate and exactly quantify the potential coverage and performance benefits of increasing 

the downlink power to the nominal capabilities of the used radio units and AAUs but we could safely assume that the indoor 5G 

coverage area, the average speeds and the robustness of the broadband service would significantly improve. 

 

  

Actual ERP 

(W)

Max ERP 

(W)

Actual/Max 

%

Actual F.S. 

(V/m)

Max F.S. 

(V/m)

Location1, Zürich, Hotel, 64T64R, ZU142-1, OMEN 02A 300 38,000 0.8% 4.92 24.22

Location2, Rümlang, Burger King 32T32R, ZH273-3, OMEN 05 600 28,000 2.1% 4.73 16.57

Location3, Stallikon 8T8R, ZH568-3, OMEN 02b 1,986 14,000 14.2% 4.23 6.38

Location4, Wädenswil 32T32R, ZU114, OMEN 05 500 28,000 1.8% 4.41 14.09

Location5, Sins, 8T8R, ZH516-1, OMEN 02b 1,104 14,000 7.9% 3.89 4.55
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Conclusions 

The aim of Rewheel’s field mission in Switzerland in December 2019 was to get an early snapshot from one of the world’s first 

commercial 5G, 3.6 GHz, macro cell site grid based, outdoor-to-indoor home broadband deployments at scale. Our first (clearly 

non-exhaustive and non-scientific) live experiences, limited to five indoor locations in suburban-rural settings, confirmed the 

potential in Sunrise’s “Fibre Through The Air” approach. 

Our visit to Switzerland has reinforced our core belief that under the right conditions – such as adequate spectrum bandwidth and 

macro site grid density – attacking specific segments of the home broadband and TV market is becoming a viable option for mobile 

operators from their own mobile infrastructure. Certainly, 5G challengers launching Mobile Centric Convergence (MCC) 

propositions that bundle mobile, home broadband (and TV) offerings, will have transformational effect on markets and geographies 

– such as the rural parts of Switzerland – where incumbent telcos currently enjoy a de-facto copper/DSL based home broadband 

infrastructure monopoly. 

The 3.6 GHz macro site outdoor-to-indoor 5G coverage will be more limited than the 4G indoor coverage footprint. As such, 3.6 

GHz indoor coverage prediction is a key element of Sunrise’s service fulfilment model. The process implemented by Sunrise 

ensures that 5G based home broadband is offered only for addresses where the macro network can indeed deliver robust 

performance indoors. The accurate pre-sales coverage check is especially critical in Switzerland, where the exceptionally strict 

EMF radiation limits currently shrink the addressable household footprints and may also compromise the robustness of the 

performance. Going forward, as the traffic load growth will increase the likelihood of congestion triggered performance degradation, 

the importance of pre-sales capacity check methods will rise too. Combining both the coverage and the capacity aspects in the 5G 

home broadband pre-sales process will enable smart mobile operators to maximise their capital efficiencies by making full use of 

their existing physical site grid assets and spectral capacities. 
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About Rewheel 

New radio spectrum bands, 4.5G and 5G technology, unlimited mobile data plans and the Internet of Things radically change mobile 

network operators’ cost, revenue and profitability dynamics. Rewheel's mission is to help operators prepare for the paradigm 

shift in network and spectrum strategy, spectrum valuation, network sharing, M&A, MVNO economics and mobile data 

pricing. 

Founded in 2009, Rewheel is a Finland based boutique management consultancy. Our clients are mainly European mobile network 

operators, telco groups, MVNO groups, sector regulators, competition authorities, governments, global internet firms, mobile data-

centric start-ups, PE and VC investors. 

We delivered management consultancy work for clients in the United Kingdom, United States, Ireland, Switzerland, Finland, 

Sweden, Belgium, Greece, Poland, Slovenia, Hungary, Russia, Romania. 

The following authorities have acquired access to our research: The European Commission Directorate for Competition, the United 

States Department of Justice, the New York, California and many other US State Attorney General Offices, the national competition 

authorities of Canada, Australia and the Netherlands, the Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands, the Ministry of Industry 

and Trade of Czechia, the Korean Electronics and Telecommunication Research Institute, the sector regulators of the United 

Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, Finland, etc. 

Rewheel's mobile data technology, network-economics, spectrum, profitability and competitiveness focused reports have been 

cited by OECD Economic Surveys, The Economist, The Financial Times, The New York Times, Reuters, Bloomberg, WSJ and 

publicly referenced by the UK telecoms regulator Ofcom, BIPT, Vodafone, Telefonica, Tele2, Elisa, DNA, GSMA, VPs of the EU 

Commission responsible for Competition, MEPs, IEEE, ITU.       

Since 2010 we have been supporting a number of European challenger mobile operators in multiband (700, 700 SDL, 800, 900, 

1400 SDL, 1800, 2600, 3.6 GHz) auctions with spectrum valuation and strategic advisory services. 
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